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Volker Bessel at Centrepoint Artwall
Date: 31.08.2018
End date: 20.10.2018
Location: Lohnhof,8, 4051 Lohnhof,
Foyer
Contact: press@centrepoint.ch
Fee: CHF free
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The German painter Volker Bessel is the artist
featured in the upcoming solo exhibition at
Centrepoint, the largest English speaking
community in Basel. The exhibition will be on
view at Centrepoint during normal opening
hours from Sept. 1st to the 20th of October,
2018. Visiting the exhibition is free and open
to everyone. "What is left when everything
geographically specific to this view is let go?
What is elemental to the landscape?" these are the main questions that lead Volker Bessel in
his painting. Volker Bessel is a patient and keen observer of nature and has honed his chosen
craft of painting for more than 40 years alongside his work as an interior designer. In this
exhibition on the Artwall at Centrepoint, - the artist displays both his perception of the
external image as well as his reduction to the internal image, executed in watercolors and
acrylics respectively. "Seeing and perceiving are not the synonymous. Seeing is how the eye
processes the external while perceiving is how that sight is processed internally. In this way,
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processes the external while perceiving is how that sight is processed internally. In this way,
my sense perceptions pass through my hands and are brought onto paper" Later in the
studio, the Bessel's reduction to the internal image happens when the original –landscape
meaning, the landscape left to itself, is finally revealed "It is the horizon, the sky (the
firmament), the vegetation, the earth." says the artist. Born in Germany, Bessel relocated to
Riehen many years ago and has shown his artwork regularly in both Switzerland and
Germany
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